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1 PRESSURE FIXING- 0F TONERS 
This application is a continuation in part of applica; 

tion Ser. No. 51,089 ?led June 30, 1970, now aban 
doned which in turn is a continuation of application, 
Ser. No. 694,515, ?led-Dec. 29, I967 now abandoned. ‘ 

7 STATEMENT OF BACKGROUND AND OBJECTS 

The process of copyingv indicia by the technique of 
forming an electroscopic powder on a surface of a sub 
strate material is well developed. Typically, this is ac 
complished in either of two ways. In either of these 
methods, a photoconductive surface is electrically 
charged and then exposed to a light‘andshadow pattern 
of vthe image. The electrostaticcharge which was 'de 
vposited upon the photoconductive surface is removed 
from those‘places exposed to ‘light, leaving a latent 
velectrostatic image which can be developed. Develop-. 
ment is accomplished by exposing the electrostatic 
image to‘a colored powder, usually‘referred to as a 

- “toner” in this context, having the property of being 

to properly ?x the toner, it is necessary to apply exces~ 
sive pressures to the high points. This, in turn, can ma 

- 'terially alter the substrate and bring about unwanted 
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attractedto'the electrostatic image-areas. According to ' 
. the first method, the toner is then ?xed (permanently 

' adhered) to the photoconductive surface. According to 
the other method the toner image formed on the photo 
conductive layer is ?rst transferred to another sub 
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‘ strate, e.g.,. a sheet of ordinary paper, and is then ?xed I 
on that other substrate. , 

In addition to the typical processes above described, 
it will be readily appreciated that other techniques for 
depositing toner’ particles on a substrate under the 
control of an electrostatic image pattern have been 
developed, and any of these are usable in conjunction 
with the ?xing technique described in detail here 
inafter. ’ h _ ._ _,___________'__r____>M,w __~_ 

' The toner is normally a blend of thermoplastic resin, 
"carbon black'or other pigment, and a small amount of 
dye. The exact composition depends upon the speci?c 
purpose for which‘it is‘ to be used?' ' ‘ 

~The ?xing or adhering of the toner is normally ac? 
complished by'heat'fusing the thermoplastic resin com 
ponent thereof. This is'usually performed by exposng 
theimage to heat for a time sufficient to melt somewhat 
the toner ‘particles so that they adhere, one to the other, 
and to the paper or substrate. Some ?xing techniques 

' have also employed the pressure developed by two 
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suface characteristics in the unprinted areas, ile.. make 
certain areas shiny or glossy rather than permitting 
them to remain dull, and in any event almost certainly 
fails to provide degrees of'?xing in'various portions of ' 
the sheet'which are sufficiently uniform to‘ be practical . 
in most applications. - . , 

It is perhaps‘ theoreti‘callypossible, if the destructive 
effect upon the sheet could be neglected, to urge the 
rollers together with sufficient force to provide general 
and fairly uniform ?xing of the toner on a sheet of ordi 
nary size, for example 8% inches byv l 1 inches. The dif 
?culty, however, is, that the loading required in such a 
situation may well transcend thenormal range by such 
a large amount that the mechanical elements of the sys 
tem (such as " the rollers themselves and their load 
applying bearings) would either fail directly under the 
applied load, or would deteriorate so rapidly due to fa 
tigue that no‘ practical device could be constructed to 
accomplish this end within the framework of normal 
economic. ‘realities. v ‘ v ' ' _' ' ' 

‘It-is therefore a primary object of this invention‘ to 
provide an improved method for pressure ?xing toners 
.to a substrate without the .use of heat. It is anotherob 
ject to provide a method which supplies a ‘substantially ' 
uniform pressure to the toned areas without adversely 
affecting portions of vthe substrate. It is another object 
of the invention to provide an arrangement or narrow 
band, progressive contact, pressure members for pres 
sure ?xing a toner to'a substrate,‘ which pressure mem 

, bers have properties such thatthey can ‘produce an ef 
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hard surfacedrolls to'?x the particles.‘ Another pro~ > 
posed process passes the substrate‘ between hard Sur 
faced rolls in combination with the'appli'cation of heat. 

7 Heat fusing‘, while producing effective results in 
many'cases, is'undesirable in that it requires ‘that a sup 
ply of' heat beavailable, usually entailing a supply of 
electricpower in large quantities, and presents the pos 
sibility of overheating the substrate as well as the toner, 
with some danger of ?re as a result. Pressure ?xing as 
applied in the prior art has consisted of passing the 
toned ‘substrate between two hard surfaced rolls, 
formed of metal, one roll being movable and connected 
with springs to provide a controlled pressure. (See for 
example‘ US. Pat. No. 3,269,626). Experience has 
shown‘that this type of pressure ?xing proves very un-‘ 
reliable, possibly due to poor contact because of non 
uniformity of the substrate thickness, variation in the 
toner deposit, or the like, even though use is made of 
extremely high loadings in an effort to obtain an image 
adequately adhered in all of its portions. This is particu 
larly true if wider sheets are used rather than tapes. 
-Under high loadings the character of the paper sub 
strate itself may be materially altered, for to apply 
enough pressure to the low» points or areas in the paper_ 
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fective uniform ?xing action ona substrate sheet of 
normal size underreasonable loading forces, thus per-- ' 
mitting the designof a- prac'ti‘cal machine without intro 
ducing undue design difficulties. Other objects of the 
invention will in'part be obvious and will in part be ap 
parent hereinafter as the description proceeds. 
For a fuller understanding of the nature and objects 

.of the invention, reference should be had to the follow 
ing'detailed description taken in connection ‘with the 
accompanying drawings in which: ’ v ' ' 

' FIG. 1 is a perspective representation ‘of theappara 
tus for carrying out the pressure ?xing method of this 
invention including,,'in combination, in block diagram 
form, the ‘appara'tusfor accomplishing the customary I 
precedent steps of charging,‘ exposing, developing, and 
in some cases transferring; ' . ‘ 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged side elevation of ‘the pressure ' 
?xing portion of the apparatus shown in FIG. 1 
loading and driving means omitted; and _. 
FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic side elevation to a larger 

scale showing cylinders in ‘relaxed engagement and in 
pressure engagement, and illustrating‘ the meaning of 
certain symbols used in the description. ' 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 

with the 

EMBODIMENT ' . Y ' 

vReferring to FIG. ,1, ‘the process of ‘forming the pow 
der image is carried out in ‘the usual manner wherein a‘, 
member or sheet carrying a ‘photoconductive layer is 
automatically fed past a charger 3 to ‘receive auniform 
static charge on its surface, is then automatically ‘fed to 
an exposure station ‘4 where it is exposed ‘to a light and 
shadow pattern corresponding ‘to ‘the desired image, 
then is automatically fed to ‘developer equipment 5 ' 
where the latent image is developed with a ‘ton'er‘pow 
der according to known procedures and ?nally fed di 
rectly (as by path 6) to a ?xing station 10. In ‘the alter 
native. a latent electrnstatir-imnon similar-Iv fm-mnd nn 
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the photoconductive layer of a member or sheet may 
be developed with toner, and the toner image thus 
formed transferred therefrom to another sheet or sub 
strate as both are fed automatically (as'by alternate 
path 7) through a' transfer station 8._ In any event, the 
resulting product is a ?exible sheet or substrate 11 with 
a loosely held image 13 de?ned by toner powder on its 
surface, being automatically fed to a ?xing station 10. 

> In accordance with the invention herein the substrate 
carrying the toner image is then passed through the said 
fixing station 10 which comprises pressure members 
which progressively contact'each other along a line of 
narrow band area, and emerges with the image consoli 
dated and firmly adhered to the substrate as at 13'. 
Normally, these pressure members consist of a roll and 
an opposing member in rolling pressure contact there~ 
with. In the most convenient arrangement, this oppos 
ing member is also a roll. 

In the preferred form illustrated in the drawing there 
are two rolls I5 and 17 forming a nip into which the 
toner bearing sheetll is passed. In accordance with 
prior practice these rolls would be hard metal rolls, but. 
in accordance‘ with the present invention it has been 
discovered that at least one of these rolls’ or members 
should be of softer, more compliant material. From a 
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basic ?xing standpoint, both members or rolls could be 7 
equally compliant or deformable. However, from the 
standpoint of effective practical operation, it-is found 
that it isusually easier to provide a toner rejecting sur 
face on a hard, relatively rigid, member. Accordingly, 
the upper'roll 15 in contact with the toner image is 
preferably a hard surfaced'metal roll, and the lower roll ' 
vl7 is of a softer and more compliant material. 
The more compliant roll may be of any material 

which has a certain amount of resiliency associated 
with its surface.‘ Thus, for example, it may be formed 
of a hard rubber, it may be a cloth ?lled or a paper 
filled‘ roll, it may be formed of such materials as corn 
cobs or asbestos, or' may ‘be of any of various resilient 
synthetic resinous materials of appropriate hardness 
and deformability, nylon and acetal resin (sold under 
the trademark DELRIN) being examples. A number of 

_ types of such resilient rolls‘ are known in the papermak 
ing art for various purposed unrelated to the instant 
problem. The form of compliant roll presently pre 
ferred is one which is made up of stacked sheets of tex 
tile embodying cotton ?bers and wool ?bers in approxi 
mately equal amounts. The more compliant roll must 
generally has a central metal shaft (e.g., steel) covered 
with a layer of the more compliant material, which 
layer is usually effectivefor the purposes of the inven 
tion when the thickness of the layer is one-fourth or 
more. Accordingly when the description speaks about 
rolls of compliant material,'such composite rolls are 
understood to be included. 
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As the toned substrate ll, 13 passes between the . 
rolls l5 and 17, the surface of the compliant roll 17 ap 
parently becomes slightly distorted, as seen in exagger 
ated representation at‘ 19 in FIG. 2, so that pressure is 
distributed over a wider part of the substrate. ‘More' 
over, the more compliant characteristic of the roll 17 
makes is possible for the roll‘ to adjust to variations in 
the thickness of thepaper substrate or the toner de 
posit, and thereby distribute the pressure more evenly, 
making it possible to ‘effect application of a substan 
tially uniform pressure to areas containing the toner 
image which is to be ?xed. It is possible that in passing 
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4 
between the rolls, some shear is developed which con 
tributes. to the fusing of the toner to the paper. How 
ever, it is believed that the application of a uniform 
pressure to the toner is probably the primary factor in 
the achievement of good toner ?xing.‘ : l ' 

In passing the toner bearing substrate into the nip of 
rolls 15 and 17,’ it is desirable that the toned side be 
broughtinto contact with the relatively rigid roll 15. 
This results in better pressure fixing to the substrate 
surface and in the prevention of toner build-up on ‘the 
more compliant roll surface. This latter factor is partic 
ularly important where the surface of the more compli 
ant rol] possesses any degree of porosity, for the ?nely ' 
divided toner could gradually build up in the surface 
pores. The relatively rigid roll is preferably of a mate 
rial whose surface is ‘smooth and non-porous, and 
which has the property of resisting adhesive attachment 
for the resins employed in the toner particles. Chrome 
plated steel is generally quite effective for this purpose. 
When the toned surface is faced towards the relatively 
rigid roll as described above, vthe substrate must, vof 
course, be of a rather ?exible nature to permit‘ the ac 
tion of the more compliant roll to have its desired ef~ 
fect. - ' ' - , . 

In the drawing, the compliant roll 17 is shown as hav 
ing a larger diameter than the relatively rigid roll. This 
is normally desirable but not necessary. Whether the 
two rolls are 'ofthe same or different size, they are ro 
tated so as to have essentially ‘the same surface speed. 
This means that the shear developed, if any, will be due , 
almost solely to the surface characteristics of the more 
compliant roll. ; ’ _ ' 

The loading to be applied to the rolls or‘pressure 
members 15 and 17 may be effected by joint loading 
and driving means of conventional character indicated 
diagrammatically at 21 in FIG. 1, and varies with a 
number of factors such as the resilience of the members 
and the pressure response level of the toner. The initial 
tests conducted in connection with this discovery were 
performed using a cotton ?lled roller of a hardness on 
the Shore-D scale of about 80 and having a calculated 
modulus of elastic in compression of about 200,000 
p.s.i. operating against a steel-roller. It was found that ' 
many conventional toners were effectively ?xed to the 
substrate when the loading was in the range of about 
200 pounds to 400 pounds per lineal inch. The toners 
used in these tests were conventional dry toners em 
bodying as the binding agent the resins customarily 
used heretofore for this purpose. A calculation of the 
peak pressure which the rollers could be said to apply, 
on an average, at the incremental'area of, their contact 
gives about 5,000 to 10,000 p.s.i. _ v > 
These ?gures represent a particular example of a 

rather usual situation“ in which the invention can be ap 
plied, but it will be understood that the loading of the 
pressure members can be'adjusted to give the desired 
pressure, depending upon the rigidity of the roll mate 
rial used, and that the pressure may be varied substan~ 
tially to meet the fixing requirements of the particular 
toner. 
Other tests were conducted using a nylon roller in 

place of the cotton ?lled roller, and then using a second ' 
nylon roller in place of the steel roller, to provide twov 
relatively compliant rollers operating against each 
other. For purposes of calculations, the modulus of 
elasticity in compression for the nylon rollers were 
deemed to be 400,000 p.s.i. based on the manufactur 
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er’s information thatthe modulus was in the range of 
about 350,000 p.s.i. to about 450,000‘ p.s.i. 
Some of the toners used in these additional tests were 

extremely soft, being ?xable at cylinderv loadings at as 
low as 50 p.l.i. in a nylon+steel roller system. Other ton 
ers used were moderately soft, being ?xable at cylinder 
loadings of about 150 p.l.i. in a nylon-steel roller sys 
tem. ‘ . 

Calculated peak nip pressures ‘ranged from about 
2,000 p.s.i: for verysoft toners ?xed between two nylon 

' rollers to about v3,000 p.s.i. for the same toners ?xed 
between one steel and one nylon roller; and from about 
3,800 p.s.i. for moderately soft toners ?xed between 
two nylon rollers to about 5,300 p.s.i. for the same ton 
ers ?xed between one steel and one nylon roller. 
Absolute peak nip pressure values it should be noted 

are not delim'itative of the scope of'the invention. How 
ever, it may be helpful to point out for the. purpose of 
general understanding of the background ofthe inven4 
'tion that values within the'range of about 2,000 p.s.i. 
to 10,000 p.s.i., are the ones which would be more fre 
quently. encountered in the practice of the invention. 
Based on the complete discussion presented herein, it 
will be apparent to those acquainted with the art that 
the inventive. 'conceptinvolves the use of one or more 
compliant rollers to apply the requisite ?xing pressure 
as opposed to mating hard-surfaced rollers as was here 
tofore thought to be essential. Speci?cally, even if an 
effective toner having a threshold pressure equivalent 
to 1,000 p.s.i. peak at the roller nip, or less, was avail 
able, the novel concept of using at least one compliant 
roller to provide heatless ?xing would still provide the 
key to success if the system exhibits the appropriate 'de 
flection at the pressures used and discussed in detail 
hereinafter. ' ‘ ‘ ‘ ~ 

While the particular resilient rollers described above 
had calculated moduli of elasticity within the range of 
about 200,000-450,000 p.s.i., it will be understood that 
other resilient materials can be used in applying the in 
vention and having a modulus much higher than 
450,000 p.s.i._based on principles to be explained here 
inafter. As to the minimum modulus, it should ‘be such 
that the material does not deform'excessively. Usually 
a calculated modulus of‘at least 100,000 p.s.i. is consid 
ered preferable in the best interests of over-all effi 
ciency. With the usual conditions, and working against 
a steel roll, the maximum effective value for the modu 

‘ lus of the more compliant roll will usually be found to 
be about 2,000,000 p.s.i. 
As a basis for comparison it may be noted that the 

' modulus of elasticity for steels is close to 30,000,000 
p.s.i. 
The immediately foregoing statements will perhaps 

be more readily understood in the light of the following 
comments. 

6 -, . 

Strain (Fourth Edition), by Raymond J. Roark,ipub 
- ~lished by McGraw-l-lill Book Company. 
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The mechanical interaction of two parallel cylinders ' , 
‘urged against one another has been extensively investi 
gated and mathematical relationships developed which 
will permit the calculation of quantities such as (a) an 
apparent calculated value for the modulus of elasticity 
for the cylinder material (where, for example, the ma 
terial is of a type not having a commonly recognized or 
recorded modulus value), and (b) the maximum com 
pres'sive stress or peak effective pressure in p.s.i. ex 
erted by the cylinders at the nip. An example of these 
relationships can be found in Formulas for Stress and 

On page 320 of the Roark text, table XIV,- Section 5, 
is found the expression: b = 1.6 p D; D2/(D,+D2) 
[1 " V12/E1 ‘*7 1 " V22/E2I] 
where: 

‘ contact area under ‘load (See FIG. 3); 
p represents the cylinder loading in pounds per lineal 

inch; 
D, and D2 represent the diameters ‘of the cylinders in 

inches; , v 

V1 and V2 represent Poisson’s ratio in compression 
for the materials of the cylinders; and 

E1 and E2 represent the modulus of elasticity‘in com 
pression for the materials of the cylinders, stated in 

‘ pounds per square inch. 
From this it will be seen that when a measurement is 

taken of the quantity B (as by loading the rolls with a 
pressure transfer material and a copy'sheet therebe» 
tween and measuring the breadth of the print) and if 
one of the rolls has an E of known value (such as steel), 
the E (calculated modulus of elasticity) for the-other 
roll can be readily obtained/(The effective value of 
Poisson’s ratio for materials in the usable range may be 
assumed to be closely in the neighborhood of 0.3 in 
case there is no value, reported in the ‘literature, espe-. I 
cially since this quantity has little effect on the calcu 
lated result). . _ 

At the same point in the text identi?ed above, there 
is also found the expressioni - 

Where Max. sc represents the maximum compressive 
stress or peak unit pressure effect at the nip, expressed 
in p.s.i., and the other symbols have the same signi? 
cance as above. As will be readily seen, this formula 
gives the calculated peak nip pressure’ directly by 
merely substituting the appropriate values for p, D,, D2, 
E1, E2 and the reported or assumed values for Poisson’s 
ratio. . ' ' 

The signi?cance of certain of the foregoing symbols . 
will ,perha'psbe more clearly understood by reference 
toFIG. _3 which shows two cylinders which may be con 
sidered as corresponding to rolls l5 and 17 of FIGS. 1 
and 2. In the full line position the cylinders are un 
loaded, and the'axis of cylinder 15 is at _A'. Inthe dotted 
line position the cylinders are under an applied load p 
which causes the axes to move closer together as repre 
sented by the shift of the axis of 15m B. The distance 
AB or y can be measured and is referred to as the de 
formation. The loaded cylinders demonstrate a narrow 
band of contact under load having a width by which can 
be measured as heretofore described. Similarcalcula 
tions can be made if either member becomes a plane by 
letting the value for the diameter of that member ap 
proach in?nity in the above expressions, in which case 
D1 D2/D, + D2 approaches D. ' ’ 
The tests conducted in connectionwith this invention 

’ have indicated that a certain calculated peak pressure 
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at the nip is needed to secure proper ?xing of a given 
toner, and that this is related primarily to the character 
of the toner material. As previously stated, for conven- ' 
tional toners currently in use. i.e., those requiring a cyl 
inder loading of about 200‘to about 400'pounds per lin 
ear inch, a calculated peak pressure of at least 5,000’ 

b represents the transaxial width in inches of the 
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p.s.i. is needed to secure fixing while for very soft ton 
ers, peak nip pressures as low as about 2,000 p.s.i. sur 
face. The ?xing here contemplated involves essentially 
altering the state of the toner resin suf?ciently to make 
it flow and adhere to itself and to the substrate. This is, 
presumptively, primarily due to a pressure-induced 
temperature rise with the toner material although me 
chanical action may play a minor role in the ?xing ac 
tion also. Toners requiring a lesser pressure have been 
developed and may be used in the practice of the pres 
ent invention. Examples of soft toners, ?xable with only 
nominal pressure are disclosed in Canadian Pat. No. 
v874,01 l issued July 6, 1971 to the assignee of the pres 
ent application. It is also conceivable that in com 
pounding toners to secure other bene?cial properties, 
the pressure threshold might have to be increased. In 
any event, there‘will be _a readily' determinable mini 
mum effective value of pressure for the particular toner 
under consideration, and that value will be referred to 
hereinafter as the threshold pressure for the toner. 
Testing with exemplary moderately soft and conven 

tional toners produced the following results: 

Example I 
Ingredient ' Wt. % 

Hexanamide _ 46 
Hydroxylated fatty acid 10 - 
Paraffin wax , 30 
Nubian resin black ' 12 
Carbon black pigment‘ > ' 

(Neo-spectra-Mark II) ' ‘ 2 

, 3,854,975 ‘ 
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Ingredient Wt. % 

‘Acrawax C 
Nubian Resin black 
Carbon black pigment mus. 
Using the formula described ‘above, a peak nip pres- _ 

sure was calculated to be 5313.6 p.s.i. ‘ 
The level of ?xing achieved was deemed to be excel 

lent. ‘ 

EXAMPLE IV ' ' I 

The procedure of Example III was repeated using the 3 
following composition: _ - 

Ingredient Wt. % 

Acrawax C v 24 
Carnauba Wax ' 20 
9-octadecanamide - 41 _ 

Nubian Resin black 10 
Carbon black pigment 
(Neo-spectra-Markll) . _ 5‘ 

Again, the level ‘of ?xing'attained was deemed to be 
excellent. - ' - 

Example. V 
Ingredient > 

- The above toner composition was prepared in accor 
dance with procedure described in the aforesaid Cana 
dian Pat. No. 874,811 and deposited in a predeter 
mined pattern on a lithographic master. The toned 
master was then passed between a steel and a nylon rol 
ler set at a cylinder loading of 50 p.l.i.-Using the for 
mula described above, a peak‘nip pressure was calcu 
lated to be 3,067.8 p.s.i. The level of ?xing, as evalu 
ated by'measuring the optical density of toner trans 
ferred from the masterto a cloth square utilizing a 
Crockmeter CM-S instrument (Atlas Electric Devices, 
Chicago, Illinois) was deemed to be very good. 

Example II 
Ingredient . Wt. % 

Sodium Stearate 50 
Acrawax C 20 
A synthetic wax — octadecanamide 
(mp l40-l43°C) manufactured by 
Glycol Products Company, Brooklyn, 
New York. ' ' 

Tetradecanoic Acid 20 
Nubian Resin black ' 10 

The foregoing composition was processed as in Ex 
ample I and the resulting tonerdeposited on a litho 
graphic master, also ‘as described in Example I. The 
level of ?xing at a cylinder loading of 50 p.l.i. was 
deemed to be good‘. 

v EXAMPLE lll ' 

The procedure of Example I was repeated with the 
' following composition except that the cylinder loading 
was set at 150 p.l.i.: 
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Sucrose benzoate' > ' 

RX 281 (Monsanto) 
(Maleic anhydride-styrene 
copolymer-half ester) ' 
Elvaz 2l0 (DuPont) 
(Ethylene-vinyl ‘ 

acetate co lymer) . 
AC 680 ( lied Chemical) 
(Polyethylene) 
Polywax 2000 (Bareco Chem.) 
Ir acet black RL' 
( iba-Gei ) ' ' 
Mogul L abot Corp.) 

55.6 

. _ 
MIL we 5» No U30 U 

A toner having the above composition was deposited 
on Hammermill Xerocopy 10300-2 paper in accor 
dance with predetermined pattern. . 
The toned sheet was then passed through ‘a pressure 

fixing unit consisting of two nylon rollers operating 
against each other at a cylinder loading of 363 p.l,i; A 
peak nip pressure was calculated at 5,885 p.s.i. The 
level of ?xing was deemed to be very good. 
The parameters involved in securing adequate uni 

form ?xing appear, from the tests so far conducted, to 
be substantially as describedhereinafter. 
The materials for. the purpose members or rolls are 

(or where, as in the preferred example, one roll has sig 
ni?cantly more “give” or compliance than the other, 
the material for the compliant member or roll is) se 
lected to have values (or a value) of the modulus of 
elasticity such that, when a loading p is applied which 
generates a calculated peak nip pressure (Max. sc) 
equal to or slightly greater than the threshold pressure 
for the toner under consideration, there is generated a 
measured deformation (y) which is still within the elas 
tic limit for the material and whose value is a substan 
tial multiple of the average variation in the'workpie'ce . 
properties. By this variation is meant variation in any 
thing which offers resistance to squeezing, such as 



9 
thickness or density. For practical purposes, a stan 
dardized pressure is usually applied in taking such 
thicknessmeasurements, so that the overall effect may 
normally be regarded .as a thickness variation even 
though'a density or compressibility factor may contrib 
ute somewhat thereto. Ordinary paper sheets, to take 
a convenient example; exhibit variations on the order 
of 0.0004 inches between the maximum and’ minimum 
thickness readings. While v‘the thickness of the toner de 
posit ‘can, under some circumstances, contribute to this 
variation and then might need to be taken into account, 
for most current tonermaterials and their usual depos 
iting characteristics, be neglected‘in computing the 
thickness variation. ‘It is contemplated, however, that 
situations involving very uniform substrates and toners 
exhibiting variations in particle size would respond 
equally to the methods and apparatus proposed herein, 
‘so that when a workpiece thickness variation is referred 
to hereinafter, this form will, be understood as included 
aswell as formed of workpiece variation arising primar 
ily from substrate nonuniformity. ‘ . 

3,854,975 
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rolls will be of a material having a modulus of elasticity 
in compression such that, when subjected to a loading 

'_ which develops a calculated peak nip pressure of at 
least-the threshold pressure of! the toner in question, 

20 

For purposes of convenience, variations of this sort _. ' 
which appeaar as a result of thickness measurement 
tests may be vreferred to as “thickness variations;" 

; The term “substantial multiple,” used in the immedi 
ately foregoing paragraph, means at leastseveral times, 
and in'practical effect, it- has been found that, when the 
calculated peak pressure at the trip is at or slightly _ 
above the threshold pressure of the'toner, a multiplier 
of about ?ve, as a minimum, should beapplied to the 
average variation to determine the appropriate defor 
mation in order to secure reasonably uniform ?xing on 
the surface of the subs'tratetA more generally perferred 
value would be a multiplier of 10. 
This multiplier'does not have a'?rmly ?xed value or 

range, however, but probably depends to some extent 
on the amount'by which the calculated peak nip pres 
sure used is permitted to exceed that required for the 
toner in question. _ \ 

Thus, for a toner whose threshold pressure is‘ 5,000 
p.s.i., and having in mind an-ordinary paper sheet withv 
an average thickness variation of about 0.0004 inches, 
the material of the roll 17 would be so selected as to its 
modulus of elasticitytE) that, when loaded to a value 
p which willgive the‘ calculated peak nip pressure of 
5,000 psi required, or a little more, the measured de 
formation y should be at least 5 X 0.0004 or 0.002 
inches. As pointed out above, this might prove some 
what marginal, and the E would preferably be so se~ ‘ 
lected that a deformation y of about 10 X 0.0004 or 
0.004 inches can be achieved to insure absolute ?xing 
uniformity. However, if we should use a loading p 
‘which would produce a calculated peak nip pressure 
rather greater than is needed for the toner in question, 
say 15,000 to 20,000 p,s.i., andif thiscould be used 
without damaging the substrate, then it is expected that 
the deformation generating multiple applied to the av 
erage variation could be permitted to have a lesser 
value, perhaps in the range of 3 to 4 as a minimum. 
From the foregoing discussion it will be apparent that 

having the threshold pressure of .the toner in mind, and 
the average variation in workpiece properties (repre 
sented as a thickness variation)it is possible to deter-_ 
mine readily whether any particular solid material of a 

' coherent elastic nature will have the properties needed 
to form an effective pressure ?xing member. For con 
venience it may be stated that the pressure members or 
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they will exhibit a deformation which is a substantial 
multiple of the workpiece thickness variation. 
it will be understood that, while the two roll form has 

been shown and described, either pressure member 
may be formed as a platen with‘the other having a roll ‘ 
or segment con?guration and being in rolling. pressure , 
contact therewith. ' - . 

Most of the powdered toners now commonly known 
and used may be used in forming copies by the process 
of this invention, However, since the method of this'in 
vention achieves uniform toner adherence to the sub- . 
strate surface- by applicationjof pressure alone, it pres 

I ents an opportunity to use other ?nely divided powders 
for toners which are not necessarily the same as those 
usable in heat fusing‘. Thus, a greater ?exibility in toner 
choice'and ?nal copy characteristics is available. 

>- The method of pressure ?xing of this invention 
makes it possible to work with-wider substrate sheets 
than is possible with ‘the use of two hard surface rolls. 
Past experience in‘using two'hard surface rolls has indi 
cated that problems of . achieving satisfactory ' charac-v 
teristics in the untoned surface areas; are materially in 
creased as the width of the substrate is increased. This 
intensification ‘of the, fixing problem with increase in 
width is not experienced when fixing is effected in ac 
cordance with the procedure set out in the foregoing 

description. . ' ' i A‘ i , It will thus'be ‘seen that the objects set forth above, 

among. those madev apparent from the preceding de 
scription, are efficiently attained and’ since certain 
changes may be madeiin carrying .out the above 
method, without departing from‘the scope of the‘ inven 
tionhit is intended that all- matter contained in the 
'above description shall be interrupted as illustrative 
and not in a limiting sense; i i 

. Whilerpreferred embodiments of the invention have 
been described and illustrated, it is to be understood 
that these are capable of variation and modi?cation. 
Accordingly, the aim in the ‘appended claims is to cover 
all such variations and modifications as may ‘fall within 
the true spirit of the invention. 
What is claimed is: ' I . 

1'. The method of providing a- permanent image on a 
substrate of substantial width, wherein the image, is a 
?xedpowder image of electroscopic toner powder hav 
ing a predetermined threshold pressure, comprising the 
steps of creating an electrostatic charge pattern in 
image con?guration:v depositing electroscopic toner 
powder upon said substrate to form an image pattern 
con?guration under fthe electrical control of said‘ 
charge pattern to create a workpiece having thickness 
variations; and ?xing the toner powder image to said 
substrate, wherein the last mentioned step includes 
providing two unheated elastic pressure members - 
which progressively contact each other along a narrow 
band de?ning a nip, said members possessing moduli of 
elasticity compression permitting, when said members 
are loaded suf?ciently to provide a calculated peak nip 
pressure in excess of the threshold pressure for the 
toner, deformation at said nip in an amount corre 
sponding to a substantial multiple of the thickness vari 
ation of said workpiece; and loading ‘said pressure 
members to an extent providing a calculated peak nipv 



pressure in excess of said threshold pressure for the 
toner when said workpiece is disposed between said 
members, and passing said workpiece through said nip 
between the pressure members to pressure ?x said 
powder image upon said substrate. _ 

2. The method de?ned. in claim 1 wherein at least on 
of said pressure members has a modulus of elasticity in 
compression within the range of about 100,000 to' 
about 2,000,000 p.s.i. 

3. The method de?ned in claim 1 wherein each of 
said pressure members has a modulus of elasticity in 
compression within the range of about 100,000 to 

' about 2,000,000 p.s.i. ' 

4. The method de?ned in claim 1 wherein at least one 
of said pressure members'has a surfaceformed of ny 

~ lon. ' 

5. The method de?ned in claim 1 wherein one of said 
pressure members has av surface formed of steel which 
is disposed to, contact said powder toner image when 
said workpiece is passed between said pressure mem 
bers. ‘ 

6. The'method defined, in claim 1 wherein both of 
said pressure members have surfaces formed of nylon. 

7. The method de?ned in claim 1 wherein one of said 
pressure members has'a surface formed of textile mate 
rial. ' 

8. The method defined in claim 1 wherein at least one 
of said pressure members is a roller.’ 

9. The method de?ned in claim 1 wherein 
said pressure members are rollers. . 

10. The methodof ?xing a toner image to a substrate 
which comprises passing the substrate with a powder 
toner image thereon under ambient temperature condi 
tions between a pair of- unheated pressure members 
progressively contacting each other along a narrow 
band, at least one of said members being of a somewhat 
compliant material having a modulus of elasticity in 
compression within the range of about 100,000 to 
about 2,000,000 p.s.i., and applying to the pressure 
members a loading suf?cient to provide a calculated 
peak nip pressure in excess of the toner threshold pres 
sure and averaging at a value within the range of about 
2,000 to about 10,000 p.s.i., for as long as the toner 
bearing portions of the substrate are in contact with a 
pressure member during the passage. ' 

11. The method de?ned in claim 10 wherein at least 
one of said pressure members has a surface formed of 
nylon. 

12. The method de?ned in claim 10 wherein each of 
said pressure members has a surface formed of nylon. 

13. The method defined in claim 10 wherein one of 
said pressure members has a surface formed of textile 
material. ’ . _ 

, 14. The method de?ned in claim 10 wherein one of 
said pressure members has a chrome-plated steel sur 
face which is disposed to'contact said powder ‘toner 
image when said substrate is passed between said pres 
sure members. - 

both of 
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15. The method de?ned in claim 10 wherein at least 
one of said pressure members is a roller. ' 

16. The method de?ned in claim 10 wherein bothof 
said pressure members are rollers. ‘ ' 

17. Apparatus for providing a permanent image on a 
substrate of substantial width, wherein-the image is a 
?xed powder image of electroscopic toner powder hav 
ing a predetermined threshold pressure, comprising 
means for creating an electrostatic charge pattern in 
image con?guration; means for depositing electro 
scopic toner powder upon said substrate to form an 
image pattern con?guration under the electrical con 
trol of said charge pattern to create a workpiece having 
thickness variations; and means for ?xing the toner 
powder image to said substrate, wherein the last men 
tioned means includes two unheated elastic pressure 
members which progressively contact each other'along . 
a narrow band de?ning a nip and thereby advance a 
workpiece‘ therebetween’,v said members possessing 
moduli of elasticity in compression permitting’, when 
said members are loaded suf?ciently to provide a cal- ' 
culated peak nip pressure in excess of ‘the threshold 
pressure for the' toner, deformation atsaid nip in an 
amount corresponding'to a substantial multiple of the 
thickness variation of said workpiece; and means for 

' loading said pressure members to an extentproviding 
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a calculated peak nip pressurein excess of said thresh 
old pressure for the toner when said workpiece is dis 
posed between said members. i ' ~ 

18. Apparatus for providinga permanent image on a 
substrate of substantial width wherein the image is a 
?xed powder, imageof electroscopic toner powder, 
comprising means for creating an'electrostatic charge 
pattern in image con?guration; means for despositing 
electroscopic toner powder upon said substrate to form 
an image pattern con?guration ‘under the electrical 
control of said charge pattern; and means for ?xingthe 
toner powder image to said substrate, wherein the last 
mentioned means includes a pair of unheated pressure 
members arranged for progressively contacting each 
other along a narrow band with rolling pressure 
contact, at least one of said members having amodulus ' 

' of elasticity in compression within the range of from 
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about 100,000 to,about.2,000,000 p.s.i.; and means 
providing a load on said pressure members of such ' 
magnitudethat there is exerted on the substrate passing 
therebetween a calculated pressure on the imaged sub 
strate at the peak pressure point on its passage through 
the machine having an average value within the range 
of from about 2,000 to about 10,000 p.s.i. ’ 

19. The apparatus de?ned in .claim 18 wherein both 
of said pressure members are rollers. ' ' 

20. The apparatuside?ned in claim 19 wherein at 
least one of said rollers has a surface formed of-nylon. 

21. The apparatus ‘de?ned in claim 19 wherein one 
of said rollers has a surface formed of a textile material. 

' * * * * * 
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